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New safety measure for Surrey RCMP targets skin cancerNew safety measure for Surrey RCMP targets skin cancer
April 27, 2016

    Print

Surrey’s RCMP officers and staff have a new safety measure in their arsenal – the DermEngine skin-screening platformcreated by Simon Fraser University alumna Maryam Sadeghi.Sadeghi’s company, MetaOptima Technology Inc., has been awarded a contract for DermEngine’s voluntarily use by SurreyRCMP employees for remote skin screening when working outdoors.The funding is through the Build in Canada Innovation Program, which helps companies to bridge the pre-commercialization gap by buying and testing late-stage innovative goods and services before heading to market. Thecontract, valued at nearly $170,000, is one of 179 contracts awarded under the program.“Studies have shown that outdoor workers are at much higher risk of developing skin cancers, and we know that there is ashortage of access to dermatologists in Canada,” says Sadeghi. “This opportunity will help us to provide our cutting-edgesolutions for screening and e-triage of skin cancers in high-risk outdoor workers such as RCMP officers.”Surrey RCMP Superintendent Carol Bradley said the detachment is excited to be part of piloting the emerging technologygiven its commitment to employee health and wellness.DermEngine enables smartphone users to quickly and easily check suspicious moles and lesions, using MoleScope™, whichcomprises a mini-microscope, app and cloud-based platform. It works by capturing and sending images of suspicious molesto medical professionals for further screening.MoleScope™ is part of MetaOptima’s inaugural DermEngine™ product, which was unveiled last June at the World Congressof Dermatology in Vancouver. Sadeghi conceived the innovation as a PhD student as a solution to helping people bettermanage their health.Sadeghi says visual changes in skin often signal the potential for skin cancer. It is estimated that individuals and familymembers catch 70 per cent of skin cancer cases.“There are also several other chronic skin problems such as eczema, psoriasis and chronic wounds that can also bemanaged in the DermEngine connected platform that provides access to care providers for patients at ease in their homes,”she says.MetaOptima grew out of SFU’s Venture Connection program and now has 12 full-time employees. The company has beenrecognized with several awards, including a 2013 BCIC-New Ventures Prize, and Silicon Valley’s Plug & Play prize and SFU’sVenture Prize in 2014. The Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC) also recognized her witha 2012 Innovation Challenge Award.
About	Simon	Fraser	UniversityAs Canada's engaged university, SFU is defined by its dynamic integration of innovative education, cutting-edge researchand far-reaching community engagement. SFU was founded 50 years ago with a mission to be a different kind of university—to bring an interdisciplinary approach to learning, embrace bold initiatives, and engage with communities near and far.
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Today, SFU is Canada’s leading comprehensive research university and is ranked one of the top universities in the world.With campuses in British Columbia’s three largest cities – Vancouver, Burnaby and Surrey – SFU has eight faculties, deliversalmost 150 programs to over 35,000 students, and boasts more than 135,000 alumni in 130 countries around the world.-30-Simon Fraser University: Engaging Students. Engaging Research. Engaging Communities
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